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Symbolic wedding ceremonies & 
vow renewals

in the Dominican Republic



SYMBOLIC CEREMONIES
VOW RENEWAL

What is a symbolic wedding
ceremony?

A symbolic wedding can be a
romantic addition to your civil
ceremony, as civil ceremonies
happen to be very formal and
short. A symbolic wedding is
also a wonderful idea to renew
your vows in an unforgettable
way.

How long does a symbolic
wedding ceremony take?

A symbolic wedding usually
lasts between 20 - 30 minutes,
it depends on how much the
bride and groom reveal of their
story, wishes and dreams. The
more information and inputs
we get, the more
comprehensive and interesting
the ceremony can be.



Our wedding speeches are
written especially for the bridal
couple, i.e. they are very personal
and based on their own love
story as well as their wishes and
dreams for the future. We work
out our speeches together with
"our" wedding couples by
questionnaire, Skype or
telephone.
Also, a variety of elements can

be included: such as ring
change, vows, sand ceremony
(at an extra cost), mottos, saying
"I do" to each other once again
in front of each other. We are
very happy to implement your
ideas. A symbolic wedding
ceremony is usually structured
like a "normal" wedding
ceremony.

What is the procedure of a symbolic wedding ceremony?

"Our personal wedding ceremony couldn't be more
beautiful. It really was a dream day!"

- Vanessa & Michael
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Experience with us a very
personal wedding ceremony,
based on your love story, mixed
with a touch of humor. Thanks
to our experience and
professionalism you will be able
to enjoy your big day stress-free. 
Bodas&Mas - your wedding &
event planner in the Dominican
Republic.

Price for 2 persons includes

♡ personalized symbolic wedding speech based on your love story
♡ marriage certificate
♡ wedding arch with textiles and artificial flowers
♡ bridal bouquet and boutonnière (fresh local flowers)
♡ music & infrastructure
♡ photographer during the ceremony and small couple shooting 
     at the beach
♡ 1 bottle of sparkling wine after the ceremony

Puerto Plata, Sosua, Cabarete : USD 2'200.-
Samana, Las Galeras, Las Terrenas : USD 2'700.-
Punta Cana : USD 2'850.-

Surcharge
per additional guest USD 50.- (max. 4 extra persons*) 
for a legal ceremony with judge USD 1'890.- 
for a short video (2-3 minutes) USD 850.-
for a small wedding cake USD 150.-

*Prices for bigger groups will be calculated individually.


